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What is P2M?
P2M means the unique body of knowledge framework of project
and program management for enterprise innovation . The
guidebook is known globally which had been developed at the soil
and climate in Japanese experiences in business, manufacturing,
and engineering. Traditionally, the intellectual approach is called
Shikumizukuri as holistic approach of value creation of
harmonized satisfaction in Japan.

The modern world encounters complex problems of raising uncertainty and
disharmony to mankind in the future. It is our imperative duty to create
pragmatic framework for settlements to these critical issues by uniting
interdisciplinary wisdom, knowledge and experience. The International
Association of Project and Program Management (IAP2M) is organized by
scholars, researchers, and practitioners to achieve this objective from the
unique but practical view point of management. Shikumizukuri is one of
the core concept of developing concurrently innovative value creation in
holistic harmony framework. Harnessing complexity to mission is a part of
central process of theoretical research for developing projections, and its
united pursuit of rationalized implementation is the other pragmatic arena.
The hybrid approach is a promising way for the social contribution to
sustaining intellectual assets in the current and the next generation .

P2M seminar at ESC Lille France
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World Congress on Social Simulation
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Professor Christophe N. BREDILLET
ESC Lille, France

P2M provides some insights, and more specifically, to develop some thoughts about
Project Management seen as a Mirror, a place for reflection , between the Mission of
organization and its actual creation of Values (with s: a source of value for people,
organizations and society). This place is the realm of complexity, of interactions between
multiple variables, each of them having a specific time horizon and occupying a specific
place, playing a specific role.

Professor Lynn CRAWFORD
University of Technology, Sydney

The P2M is potentially the most significant advance towards genuine integration and
acceptance of the role of project and program management at enterprise level.
Development and launch of the P2M is timely, and heralds a new era of project
management that elevates the focus of concern from the single project to the program,
and from the business as usual operations of project based organizations to the strategic
concerns of enterprise management and innovation. It provides a stimulating platform
for further theoretical and practical developments in the field.
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「国際P2M学会事務局」

108-0014 港区芝4-11-5　田町ハラビル9F

TEL/FAX ： 03-5442-2370
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